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ABSTRACT
The knowledge of the behavior of concrete against a ballistic impact is a strategic
priority that requires the completion of a comprehensive set of experimental tests,
which are generally confidential and controlled by the army. Due to these restrictions,
the use of modern numerical methods for predicting the concrete strength could be an
invaluable alternative for design of conventional structures. The aim of this work is to
evaluate as a user, the predictive capabilities of different numerical methods provided
in ANSYS R14 for the simulation of ballistic impact, and to compare these results with
some experimental military tests, identifying their advantages and disadvantages. In
order to analyze the concrete damage induced by the projectile’s impact, four numerical
techniques were compared: (a) Lagrangian method based on Finite Elements; (b)
Eulerian method based on Finite Differences; (c) combined Euler-Lagrange method; (d)
Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics method (SPH).
1. INTRODUCTION
The ballistic phenomenon refers to the simultaneous interaction between a smallsized object subjected to a very high speed (projectile) and a massive body of very low
speed (target), in which the first object intends to penetrate and destroy the
microstructure of the second object. From the point of view of the projectile, the main
objective is to ensure the penetration (destructive function); from the point of view of the
target, the goal is to avoid such penetration (protective function). This work is inspired
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by the second point of view. According to Chandra Murty (2010) and Bhat (2007), it is
possible to predict the behavior of a brittle solid subjected to a ballistic impact if the
phenomenon is treated mathematically as a bidimensional problem, with appropriate
levels of accuracy in some internal points, which would be difficult to estimate using
experimental methods.
The fundamental equations defining the ballistic impact are the conservation of mass,
momentum and energy. These equations are time dependent and possess a strongly
nonlinear nature. The combination of these equations with realistic constitutive material
models and a set of initial and boundary conditions, should define the complete system
of equations for the ballistic simulation. To solve the differential equations, it is common
to use different explicit numerical methods based on complex iterative strategies to find
an approximate solution. These strategies are conceived according to a certain set of
assumptions, many of which are mutually exclusive, depending of the numerical
method employed. Among these hypotheses, two of them are decisive to choose the
methodology to use:
a) The first hypothesis states that the projectile velocity is high enough to consider
that involved material behavior is much like a fluid than a solid -being the basis
of hydrodynamic models.
b) The second hypothesis -which is exclusive of the first one-, indicates that if the
target is a solid ceramic type (governed by cracking), it could be modeled
following the principles of the Continuum Damage Mechanics or Fracture
Mechanics.
The search for a coherent and approximate solution for the ballistic phenomenon has
leaded to the development of four major numerical techniques, each one with its own
advantages and limitations:
 Finite element solvers for structural dynamics (Lagrangian methods)
 Finite volume solver for Computational Fluid Dynamics (Eulerian methods)
 Multi-solver coupling for combined Euler-Lagrange methods
 Mesh-free particle solvers for high velocities (SPH)
As a part of a larger program of materials research for civil protective applications, the
aim of this work is to compare the capacities of these different techniques implemented
in ANSYS-AUTODYN R14 (Lee, 2012) to predict the behavior of a concrete block
subjected to a ballistic impact, taking some controlled military tests as a realistic
reference. Due to some military restrictions associated to this research, the minimal
data is provided in this document extracted from one experimental test.

2. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE BALLISTIC RESISTANCE OF CONCRETE
2.1 Description of the test of reference
A set of experimental ballistic tests were performed inside a shooting tunnel in which
a large number of concrete blocks of 40 x 40 cm were subjected to the impact of a
controlled copper-lead bullet. The concrete strength varies from 15 to 35 MPa, while

the block thickness varies from 10 to 30 cm. The initial velocity of the bullet varies from
750 to 950 m/s. In all cases, the depth of bullet’s penetration as well as the concrete
block’s damage were registered with a Phantom high-speed camera.
2.2 General characteristics of the model for numerical simulations
The purpose of the simulations is to evaluate their capacity to determine the
depth of penetration of the warhead, as well as the damage distribution of the concrete.
In order to evaluate the different numerical methods, we take as a benchmark the state
of minimum energy for the wall-missile system: in other words, the balance of kinetic
and potential energies developed during the process of penetration of the bullet into the
target.
The problem is analyzed as an axisymmetric problem in a two-dimensional space (2D)
as is depicted in Fig. 1, fixing the horizontal rotation axis line at the bottom of the model.
In all cases, the analysis is done using an explicit dynamics algorithm, taking care of
the influence of the following numerical items on the results of each numerical
technique:





The boundary conditions
The available nonlinear material models
The parameters of nonlinear models suggested by ANSYS
The erosion algorithms

Fig. 1 Simplified mechanical model of the bullet-target system
The geometry of the numerical model is shown in Figures 2 and 3 where the bullet and
the wall are depicted, as well as the materials and the used mesh. The mesh is refined
in the region were the bullet is going to pass to improve the precision of the nonlinear
integration schema.

Fig. 2 Meshing of the cooper-lead
bullet

Fig. 3 Axisymmetric meshing of the concrete
target

2.3 “Lagrangian” method based on finite elements
In the study of deformable solids, where it is considered that the domain or
object is composed of countless particles interacting establishing cohesive forces and
shear, one can say that each particle initially occupies a definite position in space
relative to the other particles, and that each time the particle changes position, it is
defined according to the initial position, so that now occupies a position offset. The
offset is thus defined as the change in position between an initial configuration and an
offset configuration. In this view, the initial reference system remains fixed and the
particle (which has matter) updates its position for each given time. This is called a
Lagrangian coordinate system and is characterized by material points; the main
variable is the displacement.
The Lagrange method for the discretization of the space, is described in Wilkins and
Guinan (1973), and they suggest that the numerical element mesh moves and deforms
with the material. The method is suitable for tracking the movement and deformation of
the material in regions with relatively low distortion and large displacements. The
Lagrange method is best suited to describe structure and projectiles. Its advantages
are its computational efficiency and ease to incorporate material models, a fact that can
be seen in the work of Zhenguo and Yong (2012), who modify the material model RHT
of the AUTODYN code to modify the numerical behavior of concrete. The disadvantage
of the method is that the Lagrangian numerical grid can become severely distorted in
an extremely deformed region, which may result in adverse effects on integration time
steps and the accuracy of the results. However, it is possible to deal with these effects
with different numerical techniques.

2.4 “Eulerian” method based or CFD solver
In the case of fluids, which is integrated in the same way for a number of
particles that can modify and update every minute forces that interrelate media, it can
be said that the position and tracking the movement of each particle is irrelevant, and
the reference is to be continuously updated according to the new position of the particle.
In these cases, the velocity of each particle is the variable which becomes important,
and the position may be deduced from the corresponding velocities. This system is
known as Eulerian space coordinate system and its main variable is the speed.
Euler's method, described in Hancock (1985), and states that the mesh number is fixed
in space, while the material flows into the space through the mesh. This method is
suitable for the behavior of materials with severe distortion. Euler method is typically
used to describe fluids and gases. The advantage of the method is that there are no
numerical problems when large distortions or deformations are presented. The
disadvantage is the computational cost of the method requires.
The Eulerian mesh for the wall target is shown in Fig. 4, there is also depicted the
boundary conditions, the bullet, and the materials of the numerical model.
Boundary conditions V=0

Empty space

Concrete target
bullet
Horizontal rotation line

Fig. 4 Eulerian Mesh of the bullet-target system
2.5 Combined Euler-Lagrange methods
The ALE method, Euler-Lagrange coupling, can redefine the arbitrary numerical grid
with predefined methods while the process is done. The ALE method solves both fluids

and solids. Amsden et al. (1980) describe the many advantages the method presents
as very stable against large deformations. This numerical technique was used to solve
several cases in this comparative study, the geometry, materials, and mesh is showed
in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Combined Eulerian – Lagrangian mesh (for target and bullet, respectively)
The state equations governing the behavior of the bullet (copper and lead), are those
for a shock wave and satisfy the conservation of mass, momentum and energy.
In this paper, the solution was realized assigning to the bullet the Lagrangian system
and to the concrete wall the ALE scheme. For the concrete was used the RHT model
(see Riedel 2000), which includes press hardening, hardening strain, hardening cup
strain, dependence invariants of third order of compression and tension, and a model of
harm to smoothing by the strain.
2.6 Mesh-free particle solvers (SPH)
The smoothed particle hydrodynamics method (SPH) is a Lagrangian method witch
describes the system as made by particles and ought to this is meshless (Takeda et al
1994). The formulation of SPH is often divided in two steps: integral representation and
then particle approximation. There exist two ways of simulate fluids in SPH: weakly
compressible and truly incompressible. The SPH method is flexible for incorporating
sophisticated material models, one of the motivations for developing this technique is
the phenomena as fracture and fragmentation of the material can be modeled.
The basic steps of the SPH is given by a cycle of calculations. The calculation of each
cycle is similar to that for the zones of Lagrange, except for the step where it is used
the approach kernel. The Kernel approach is often used for the computation of forces

from spatial derivatives and spatial derivatives effort to speed the computation of the
strain rate. Additionally SPH particles require at least once per cycle to track the current
neighboring particles.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9, is shown the numeric results for the Euler model. The bullet
penetration is depicted in Fig. 6. In Fig. 7 and 9, the evolution of energy balance of the
penetration process is ploted, and the damage evolution is showed in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6 Axisimmetric view of penetration and
damage in concrete at the instant t=4.001
ms

Malla de 0.5mm

Fig. 7 Decaying of the bullet’s kinematics
energy and balance of the system

Malla de 0.75mm

Malla de 1mm

Fig. 8 Damage and maximal penetration using Eulerian methods
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0.5mm
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1mm

Fig. 9 Decaying of bullet’s kinematics energy according to the Eulerian methods

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, show the state of damage of the concrete wall after the ballistic
impact, for the ALE method implemented, and the energy evolution of the impact
process, respectively.

Fig. 10 2D plan view of penetration and
damage in concrete according to ALE
method

Fig. 11 Decaying of the bullet’s
kinematics energy and balance of the
system according to ALE

The results for SPH case are showed in Figures 12, 13, 14 and 15, where Figures 14
and 14 depict the damage and penetration of the bullet, and Figures 13 and 15 show
ten energy balance evolution of the impact.

Fig. 12 2D plan view of penetration and
damage in concrete

Fig. 14 2D plan view of penetration and
damage in concrete according to SPH method

Fig. 13 Decaying of the bullet’s
kinematics energy and balance of the
system

Fig. 15 Decaying of the bullet’s
kinematics energy and balance of the
system according to SPH

4. CONCLUSIONS
Methods based on Eulerian coordinates showing rapid convergence facilitates analysis
in explicit dynamics. Compared to the Lagrangian methods, very similar results were
observed in terms of energy, in the fall of the kinetic energy in the time calculation.
However, the distribution of damage in concrete and the penetration achieved by the
projectile does not seem close to that observed in a realistic test, so you should
probably check the parameters that control the analysis. Unlike the Lagrangian
methods, deformation parameters for erosion and mesh size do not seem to have any
influence on the system response. It requires deeper into the parameters controlling the
model to identify their influence and improve prediction.
The AUTODYN program is a powerful tool for ballistic analysis when the ALE method is
used, however, ought to its complexity is necessary to perform a sensitivity analysis of
the considered parameters, in order to determine the variables that influence the
numerical modeling of impact. Should take special attention to the size of the mesh,
erosion, and the characteristics of the model P-alpha coupled with RHT.
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